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 Slowdown in manufacturing output – world Markit index reveals contraction in May.
New aspect: the situation is slowing sharply in the US, which had been spared until now.
 Services remain solid but the sector is still dependent on trends in the manufacturing sector, with a lag.
 World trade is still a source for concern and this is the key reason behind the worldwide dip in activity. The deterioration has been severe
since October and primarily affects Asia. March figures (latest available data) show that yoy trends have stabilized but export order
indicators continue to deteriorate.
 A China/US agreement still looks as unlikely and a tit-for-tat trade war has escalated between the two countries. The battle of wills between
the two focuses on technological leadership, and it may last some time as neither wants to give in. This leads to uncertainty for economic
activity and hence a hindrance for future investment.
 This challenging international environment was recently further worsened by the White House’s plans for its main trading partner Mexico, as
it is set to apply increased border duties until Mexico stems the tide of immigrants from the country into the US. Not only are claims on
immigration questionable and debatable, but this move from Washington also goes back on the recent agreement reached with Mexico as
part of the renegotiation of NAFTA, and suggests that the White House does not see US commitments to other countries as binding, but
rather that the President can unexpectedly go back on pledges. This further fuels the trend away from cooperation and coordination for
current and future worldwide initiatives. To add to it all, these moves will be more painful for US consumers than Chinese and Mexican
manufacturers in the short term.
 The euro area is seeing a phase of moderate growth that is more in keeping with its potential pace. In France, this means growth slightly
ahead of 1% (1.2% in 2019 on our estimates).
 The risk in the current situation is a recession in the US, which would trigger shockwaves across the rest of the world.
 Oil prices have fallen below the $70 mark and are close to $60, reflecting more negative projections on economic activity. The pace of
inflation is restricted in any event.
 We will not see any moves from the central bank for quite some time. None of them wants to take the risk of denting economic activity at a
time when inflation is low. The ECB will not change monetary policy over the months ahead or even beyond.
The next change will be a rate cut in the US. A flattening yield curve – with the 30-year rate moving towards the Fed Funds rate – is always
a bellwether for recession in the US, forcing the Fed to cut rates very quickly (September?).
 The dreary outlook for nominal activity implies sluggish trends in interest rates across all maturities. A recovery in long-term rates towards
reasonable levels is unlikely in the months ahead.
 The Brexit situation will not move forward until Theresa May’s successor is appointed, and in light of strong political divergence in the UK,
this will not happen quickly.
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The world trade watershed is dramatic and reflects the
effects of steps taken by the US, primarily denting
trade for Asian countries. The export order index does
not point to a swift recovery in trade.

The world index fell below the 50 mark, in line with the
trade contraction. The US is now affected and is
dragging down world activity. The impacts of fiscal
accommodation have eased considerably since the
fall. China’s showing is flat, providing no impetus.

In the euro area, Germany dragged down industrial
activity, while the other countries in the area did not
manage to offset this dent.
Italy is also in negative territory, while France and
Spain are flat but are not driving a solid recovery in the
region.

Oil prices are following the same trend as long-term
interest rates. The deterioration in economic outlook is
pushing down interest rates as investors no longer
want to take plays on the future. This shift in
perception also accounts for oil price trends.

Apart from the 30-year, all interest rates have fallen
below the Fed Funds rate. This is usually predictive of
a forthcoming recession as the decline in rates points
to negative projections on activity. The next stage is an
interest rate cut from the Fed, which could happen in
September according to Jay Powell’s comments on
June 4.

The decline in all interest rates is very marked and
points to a radical shift in projections. The German rate
stands at -0.2% and the French figure at just 0.2%.
Only Italy has stable rates (although spreads are
widening), which are a reflection of economic and
political uncertainty in the country.
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